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Reconsidering autistic ‘camouflaging’ as
transactional impression management
Highlights
Autistic ‘camouflaging’ (or masking,
compensation, accommodation, or
passing as non-autistic) is associated
with social adaptation and wellbeing
in some autistic individuals, but the un-
clear conceptual structure impedes
research interpretation and directions.

‘Camouflaging’ conceptually overlaps
with ubiquitous impression manage-
ment (IM) in humans, yet unique aspects
exist considering autistic cognition in
neurotypical contexts across motiva-
tions, neurocognition, and conse-
quences for wellbeing.
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Social performances pervade human interactions. Some autistic people
describe their social performances as ‘camouflaging’ and engage in these per-
formances to mitigate social challenges and survive in the neurotypical world.
Here, we reconsider autistic camouflaging under the unifying framework of im-
pression management (IM) by examining overlapping and unique motivations,
neurocognitive mechanisms, and consequences. Predictive coding and Bayesian
principles are synthesized into a computational model of IM that applies to autistic
and neurotypical people. Throughout, we emphasize the inherently transac-
tional, context-dependent nature of IM, the distinct computational challenges
faced by autistic people, and the psychological toll that compelled IM can
take. Viewing camouflaging through this lens highlights the pressing needs to
change societal attitudes, destigmatize autism, refine social skills-building pro-
grams for autistic individuals, and integrate these programs with environment-
focused support.
Autistic–autistic dyads experience more
efficient and rewarding interactions
compared with cross-neurotype dyads,
suggesting that autistic social challenges

should always be understood within their
interactive contexts.
The transactional, context-dependent,
dynamic, and iterative nature of IM
warrants a generalized computational
account that is extensible to autistic
cognition.
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‘I sold flowers; I didn’t sell myself. Now you’ve made a lady of me, I’m not fit to sell anything
else.’‘The difference between a lady and a flower girl is not how she behaves, but how she
is treated.’

[~ Eliza Doolittle in My Fair Lady (1964).]

Revisiting autistic ‘camouflaging’
The concept of ‘camouflaging’ (see Glossary) has recently garnered considerable interest in
autism and mental health research [1,2]. Broadly, camouflaging refers to neurodivergent individuals’
efforts tominimize the visibility of their differences (e.g., autism). Such efforts have also been described
as ‘accommodation/adaptation/coping strategies’, ‘masking’, ‘compensation’, and ‘passing as non-
autistic’ [3] in autobiographical and clinician writings [4–6] and recent empirical studies [3,7]. In a vastly
neurotypical world, camouflaging is a critical aspect of social coping for certain autistic individuals
[8–10], enhancing social functioning at the risk of poorer mental health [11–14] and variable quality
of life [9,15–17]. Despite burgeoning research, there is still no clear consensus on the definition, mea-
surements, and mechanisms of autistic camouflaging [1,2,18]. Understanding camouflaging affords
critical reflections on how oppressive societal attitudes influence social coping processes and their
consequences across different human groups.

It is not only autistic individuals who carefully monitor and modify their behaviors during social
interactions [19]. Individuals of different neurotypes do this. We argue that camouflaging is
not autism specific but is instead a form of IM [20], the more general human tendency to foster
favorable impressions of the self in others during social interactions [2,21,22]. Accordingly, we
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Glossary
Bayesian theory of mind (BToM): a
process of rational probabilistic inference,
whereby an observer integrates their
existing beliefs of an agent’smental states
and observable behaviors to causally
explain, and continuously update, the
agent’s unobservable internal states
(e.g., goals or desires).
Camouflaging: verbal and nonverbal
strategies neurodivergent/autistic people
employ to model neurotypical behaviors,
thereby minimizing the visibility of
differences, facilitating social connections
and adaptation, and ameliorating fit into
society (see Table 1 in the main text for
details).
Deep compensation: recruitment of
nonsocial cognitive skills/resources to
counteract social atypicalities. These
secondary routes that achieve ‘good’
social outcomes may leverage intellectual
functioning, logical/verbal reasoning,
detailed memory, and aspects of
executive functions.
Impression management (IM):
human tendency to foster favorable
impressions of the self in others during
social interactions, such that one may
achieve interpersonal or pragmatic
rewards. It is an umbrella term that
encompasses a taxonomy of concepts
(e.g., camouflaging, self-presentation,
self-concealment, and self-monitoring).
Low uncertainty attunement: a
cognitive feature that may be elevated in
autism, characterized by the need for
predictability, control, and prolonged
decision-making.
Neurotype: neurodevelopmental
profile that signals how one processes
and responds to the environment. One
common distinction is made between
whether one’s neurodevelopment and
information processing styles are
considered typical of the general
population (neurotypical or typically
developing) or atypical (neurodivergent,
e.g., autistic).
Passing: similar strategy to self-
concealment, described by Goffman as
the use of ‘disidentifiers’, or covering
attempts that disguise and distance
oneself from prescribed stigmatized
traits (e.g., hiding a mental illness
diagnosis in the workplace).
Predictive coding: account for how
humans perceive and interpret the world
through optimizing the alignment
between top-down predictions that
anticipate incoming sensory information
map the motivations, neurocognitive foundations, and consequences of camouflaging onto those
of IM (Figure 1). We decode the mechanisms underlying IM by modeling impression construction
as a general set of iterative computations, underscoring its transactional nature and the burdens
associatedwith the (mis)match between the individual and the context. Critically, aspects of autistic
camouflaging (i.e., IM for autistic people) may be unique (Figure 1). We explore this complexity by
marshaling perspectives from IM, computational, neurocognitive, and autism research. We hope
that bridging themore established IM literature with the emerging literature on autistic camouflaging
will motivate a reconsideration of how humans see, and desire to be seen by, others.

The conceptual inclusion of camouflaging as impression management
Goffman described IM as the regulation of information to steer others’ perceptions of the self, foster-
ing an idealized public self-image within an interaction [23]. It is essential to consider IM through a
transactional lens. IM presupposes two parties in a social exchange; an ‘actor’ performs a social
persona that adheres to the expectations and values of an immediate ‘audience’ (e.g., playing up
one’s competence during a job interview). This exchange ismultifaceted and encompasses a variety
of strategies relating to self-enhancement and social communication [20]. Autism researchers have
suggested that camouflaging is a part of, or theoretically linked with, IM [21,22,24,25].

The actor performs in a way that conforms to predefined social/moral expectations and shared
worldviews. Given that IM is predicated upon societal attitudes, it is an essential coping response
to stigmatization in marginalized groups, including sexual [26] and racial minorities [27], and those
with mental illnesses [28] or invisible disabilities [29] (e.g., a gay person passing as straight in a ho-
mophobic workplace). This social coping response resonates with autistic people [14,30,31] and
may illuminate why current camouflagingmeasures (e.g., the Camouflaging Autistic Traits Question-
naire) do not reliably differentiate between autistic and neurotypical populations [22,24,32].

Across interactive moments, the actor carefully processes and ‘defines’ the situation to determine
action states that will bring about the desired public self-image. The actor may augment contextually
valued traits within the observable interactive space (‘frontstage’ enactment), while suppressing
expressions or information that disrupt the ongoing performance (‘backstage’ suppression) [23].
Goffman’s dramaturgical analogy of IM is vividly akin to autistic camouflaging experiences and offers
an integrative framework.

The ‘frontstage’ encompasses the performed and perceived aspects of impressions [23]. It
comprises public displays (e.g., competency, agreeableness, andmodesty) tailored to the prevailing
expectations of an interaction. Self-presentation [33] is intrinsically linked with this aspect of IM
[20,34], given that its function is to tactically project situationally adaptive appearances. Autistic indi-
viduals also use situational, observable tactics to portray a neurotypical veneer and overcome neg-
ative perceptions (e.g., arrogance or indifference) [8,10,15,16,32,35] (Table 1). Both self-
presentation and camouflaging involve active performative strategies that contribute to a convincing
‘façade’.

Given that discrepancies between the ‘frontstage’ and the ‘backstage’ exist during IM, actors must
hide aspects of their identities that might interfere with the desired projected impression. This
involves regulating verbal and nonverbal behaviors to prevent self-discrediting information from
surfacing. The enclosure of the backstage parallels ‘passing’ [36] or self-concealment [37,38],
and often concerns stigma-associated identities pertaining to race-ethnicity, sexuality, disability,
and so on. In camouflaging, autistic individuals hide stigmatized autism-associated traits
[8,10,15,16,32,35]. One example is ‘masking’ (Table 1), which is common among both autistic
and neurotypical populations, implying that it is a general IM process [24].
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and bottom-up sensory data from the
environment.
Self-concealment: hiding of personally
distressing or socially unacceptable
information about the self from the public
(e.g., concealing atypical hobbies or
past traumatic experiences).
Self-monitoring: ability to keep track
of, and modify, expressive behaviors as
modulated by one’s receptiveness to
social appropriateness signals. High
self-monitors are capable of flexibly
tailoring external displays according to
social cues in the immediate interaction/
environment (e.g., watching others’
reactions to determine whether to laugh
at a joke).
Self-other processing: control of
competing self- and other-
representations within a shared
representational space. Selective
inhibition and activation of each
representation underlies more complex
sociocognitive skills (e.g., perspective
taking or controlled imitation).
Self-presentation: tactical behaviors
directed toward an enhanced or
favorable public self-image. Assertive
tactics proactively shape a favorable self
(e.g., self-promotion or ingratiation),
whereas defensive tactics
(e.g., disclaimers, justifications, or
apologies) mitigate the threats of a self-
spoiling event (e.g., being caught in a lie).
Shallow compensation: simple and
inflexible compensation strategies that
convey superficial social functioning in
structured contexts, yet may break
down during interactions in novel or
ambiguous situations (e.g., mimicry or
rehearsed conversations).
The frontstage and backstage are interacting aspects of IM that coexist in operation (e.g., active
maintenance of eye contact to soften the visibility of autism). For this to work, intensive self-
monitoring of the front and backstage is required [39,40]. One’s self-monitoring acuity supports
effective social cue appraisal and the contextual tailoring of social behaviors. To illustrate, Eliza
Doolittle in the movie My Fair Lady (1964) changed her accent, utterances, and mannerism to
hide her background as a ‘flower-girl’ and perform as an ‘upper-class lady’, following the social
and gendered expectations at the time. These performances demand careful self-monitoring of
proper conduct across social contexts. Hence, self-monitoring is a key process supporting
self-concealment [39], self-presentation [20,41], and camouflaging [42].

Motivations underlying impression management/camouflaging
Conventionally, IM is used to enhance one’s prospects at achieving interpersonal goals [20] or
pragmatic rewards (e.g., success during interviews) [43]. Beyond conventional pursuits, we high-
light two relation-oriented IM goals that overlap in autistic and neurotypical populations: mitigating
thwarted belonging and stigmatized identities.

Social acceptance and belonging needs are core IM motives [20,44]. The emotional pain and
stress following threats of social exclusion [45] initiate social monitoring systems [46] and may
drive IM. This is seen in how individuals take greater care at presenting the self following exclusion
[47]. Perceived need for approval is significantly associated with higher rates of false self-
presentation on social media [48]. IM may represent a tactical and economic short-term expen-
diture of cognitive resources toward securing social affiliation and resources in the long-term
[49]. Not only do autistic and neurotypical adults report on their social belonging in similar ways
[50], but superiormental health across both populations is also associatedwith social-group con-
nectedness, reduced loneliness, and positive friendships [50–52]. Echoing IM goals in the general
population, autistic camouflaging is driven by desires for friendships [53] and facilitating social
connections and acceptance [8–10,14,15,54,55]. These findings suggest that social inclusion
is a ubiquitous IM motive.

Stigmamitigation is another keymotivation for IM that is prevalent inmarginalized groups, such as
in Asian Americans who cope with workplace racial-identity prejudice [56], individuals who have
concealable stigmatized identities [26,57], and obese adolescents who show highly vigilant body
concealment on social media [58]. Concerning autism-associated stigma, self-reported
camouflaging is linked with higher perceived [31] and internalized stigma [14], and the avoidance
of negative perceptions [15].

Voluntary self-enhancement versus compelled social modification
One’s self-perceived relational value derives from evaluating the social environment (e.g., relationship
quality, social acceptances/rejections, and number of relational partners) [59]. This ‘private
sociometer’ [60] extends an interindividual gauge of social favorability. Social comparisons of
relational value allow actors to appraise their position along a social favorability continuum
relative to others. Critically, IM can be delineated as voluntary self-enhancement or compelled
social modification. This motivational difference varies on a spectrum between non-
marginalized and marginalized groups [30]. Non-marginalized actors largely use IM to increase
social favorability, maintain self-esteem [60], maximize pragmatic rewards [20,43], and avert
associations with socially unfavorable attributes. Here, IM is a comparatively voluntary, exploitative,
and proactive choice to appear ‘better than others’.

Conversely, marginalized people are socially compelled to use IM to re-establish devalued iden-
tities and alleviate discrimination. Socially sanctioned groups (e.g., autistic people) are situated a
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, August 2022, Vol. 26, No. 8 633
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Figure 1. A multilevel framework of impression management (IM)/autistic camouflaging. We contextualize camouflaging within IM by mapping common
motivations, neurocognitive foundations, and consequences. Camouflaging overlaps in behavioral and cognitive aspects with established IM constructs that involve the
context-dependent attunement of one’s public self-image to social expectations (yellow box). In general, IM is voluntary and motivated by social opportunities and
rewards, self-esteem enhancement, and belonging needs (orange box). However, in marginalized groups (including autistic people), IM is less of a choice but a
compelled social modification to mitigate stigma and sustain social functioning. Neurocognitively (blue box), we hypothesize that the capacity to distinguish and shift
between self- and other-representation is key to IM. Executive functions (e.g., flexibility, inhibition, working memory, or planning) also facilitate processing. Although social
benefits maintain future IM, its employment is associated with psychological repercussions (green box). Pervasive fear or anxiety over losing social connections necessi-
tates IM maintenance, which may elicit a vicious cycle of eroding mental wellbeing. Despite common features, autistic cognition in neurotypical contexts entails unique
camouflaging experiences (purple extended boxes). Autistic people may camouflage to survive under social-communication power imbalances and without full insights
into neurotypical normative social conventions. The value, meaning, and salience of social needs may also be different for some autistic individuals. Some may use alter-
native, compensatory neurocognitive mechanisms due to autistic cognitive features that elicit processing constraints (e.g., executive function difficulties, low uncertainty
attunement, or monotropism). Longstanding social misalignment and overbearing demands on an already limited self-regulatory resource mean that autistic camouflaging
is more difficult. Thus, it is critical to re-evaluate the benefits and repercussions of current social skills-building interventions for autistic people that inevitably instill camouflag-
ing/IM strategies.

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
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Table 1. Examples of autistic camouflaging strategies

Strategies Descriptions Refs

Masking: the regulation of existing behaviors to conceal socially undesirable autistic features.
These strategies soften the visibility of differences for social integration [8–10,24,32,35]

Concealment Inhibiting and monitoring autism-related behaviors in public
(e.g., stimming, hand-flapping, fidgeting, or routinized behaviors)

Suppression/hold-back Refraining from expressing true thoughts, feelings, and personal
information during interactions, and hiding diagnosis or atypical
personal interests

Passive and superficial
assimilation

Attending social events to appear sociable but avoiding the ‘social
spotlight’ by limiting body movements and time spent on speaking
about oneself; attempting to blend in with the social group by changing
one’s appearance (e.g., emulating dress codes)

Compensation: the production of behaviors that minimize social and behavioral
(surface-level) differences between autistic and neurotypical individuals, despite cognitive
differences

[8–10,24,32,35,114]

Communication
modeling/‘cloning’

Imitating neurotypical communication, including altering body
language, posture, gestures, speech content, style or tone, and
facial expressions found in everyday life from watching other
people (e.g., a socially popular peer) or characters in TV, films, or
books

Substituted
perspective taking

Transferring one’s own thoughts and feelings, or those of a
TV/film/book character, when it is unclear what the social
partner’s mental states are in a particular situation (e.g., ‘what
would I/character have felt in the same scenario?’)

Social scripts Memorizing and rehearsing social etiquettes or conversations
(‘borrowed language’, e.g., a repertoire of comments,
anecdotes, verbal encouragers, questions, jokes, greetings, and
topics) to guide future interactions, sometimes involving prepared
props (e.g., pets, food, weather, or transportation) to initiate small
talks and find commonalities with social partners

Eye contact Making and maintaining appropriate eye contact (or looking
between the eyes, at the forehead, mouth, or nose) to appear
interested and as a ‘good listener’

Logical reasoning,
memory, and
experience

Analyzing and cataloging contingencies between someone’s
thoughts/feelings and their behaviors (verbal and nonverbal) or
the interactive context, which serve to shape future predictions
for how to respond appropriately; sometimes also based on
learned psychological theories

Seeking for accommodation: the active seeking of environments that allow, support, or complement autistic
differences such that an appearance of social competence is maintained

[10,32]

Playing to
strengths

Guiding the interaction and conversation to one’s own expertise, focused interests,
comfortable topics, or finding ways to demonstrate positive qualities (e.g., wit, humor,
intelligence, or knowledge)

Altering the
environment

Finding autism-friendly employment opportunities and accepting environments that
accommodate autistic differences (e.g., jobs that do not require extensive
socializing), or seeking connections with socially atypical others such that interper-
sonal challenges are reduced (e.g., ‘find my tribe’)

Foreign
disguise

Living in foreign countries or cultures so that autistic differences are attributed to
‘foreign status’ and not characterized by autism-related stigma

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
priori below the baseline of social favorability [61]. For instance, neurotypical individuals exhibit
reduced interaction intentions toward autistic people and rate them as less socially favorable
during initial encounters [62–65]. Autistic people are vulnerable to victimization (e.g., bullying or
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violent perpetrations) [66,67] and may camouflage as a traumatic response to avoid further harm.
Autistic people and other socially marginalized groups are therefore compelled to engage in IM
from a position of heightened liability and vigilance [68]. Effectively, marginalized people treat IM
as a survival strategy to ‘catch up’ in social favorability, alleviate self-esteem risks, and mitigate
risks of actual harm.

Unique features of autistic camouflaging motivations
Despite converging IM motivations across marginalized groups, some aspects of autistic peo-
ple’s social needs and processing may differ. For example, autistic children may be socially sat-
isfied despite reporting lower relationship qualities compared with their peers [69]. Differences
also exist in how autistic people perceive and judge the meaning of rapport signals
(e.g., mutual eye gaze) [70] and in the neural processing of rewards [71]. More work is needed
to understand how unique experiences in the wanting, liking, judging, and processing of social
interactions and belonging may shape differences in autistic people’s relational motives, which in-
fluence camouflaging/IM tendencies.

More nuanced motivational distinctions can be drawn when considering the ‘double empathy
problem’ [61,72]. According to this analysis, there is a bidirectional breakdown in the mutuality
and communication of meaning between autistic and neurotypical individuals, caused by dispo-
sitional differences relating to experiences and representations of the social world. Reciprocal so-
cial misunderstanding implies that the normative conventions/standards of neurotypical social
favorability are less accessible to autistic people, affecting their ability to identify effective IM be-
haviors [8,9]. By contrast, greater insights into the norms that dictate neurotypical social favorabil-
ity can explain why IM may often be more intuitive in other marginalized but neurotypical people.
Autistic individuals’ IM initiatives may thus be less well calibrated in neurotypical-majority con-
texts, and more reactionary to negative social feedback than proactively tuned to neurotypical
conventions.

Autistic and neurotypical people do not meet half-way during their attempts at meaningful
social exchange. Tension persists between autistic individuals’ pervasive and compelled ef-
forts to appeal to neurotypical social standards, and a weak impetus of the neurotypical ma-
jority to reciprocate because of their ease of disengagement. This power imbalance in social
communication [73,74] may underlie neurotypical people’s intuitive prejudice toward au-
tism [63], and render autistic people susceptible to internalized stigma. Oppressive societal
attitudes, chronic rejections, and unrewarding social coupling may lower autistic people’s
self-esteem [75] and threaten their self-perceived value as social partners. The elicited psy-
chological and social disablement [72,76] are self-imposed within the autistic identity, and
the stigma becomes self-maintaining [73]. Autistic individuals may therefore conclude
it is necessary to emulate (without fully understanding) mainstream social interactions for
survival [30,31].

Taken together, the self-preservatory and compelled nature of IM is apparent acrossmarginalized
minorities. However, autistic camouflaging motives are uniquely influenced by varied social needs
and signal processing, differently conceived beliefs about social interaction norms, and power im-
balances in social communication. The transactional challenges between the autistic actor and
neurotypical audiences critically affect IM at the mechanistic level.

Mechanisms of impressionmanagement/camouflaging: a computational account
We consider IM under a predictive coding framework, applying an iterative processing approach
that captures the dynamic, context-dependent, and transactional nature of IM [10,14,18]. Our
636 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, August 2022, Vol. 26, No. 8
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approach provides a general computational account of IM mechanisms across human populations
while also emphasizing the unique computational challenges faced by autistic people.

The computational process
As performances unfold, IM requires a predictive system by which the actor draws from their own
beliefs (i.e., expectations, desires, and values) and causal reasoning of the audience’s internal
states to generate social actions. Thus, IM is dynamic and transactional within dyads/groups
as the actor actively seeks to make sense of the interaction (Figure 2A).

During IM, the actor is guided by a belief space that comprises internalized regularities of the
latent social structure of the environment (e.g., norms or principles) [77], which influence, and
are influenced by, their interpersonal interactions. Specifically, to appropriately tailor their social
behaviors to the context (e.g., a sociable persona at a cocktail party), the actor extracts a suitable
‘playscript’ from a collective repertoire of social priors [8,14,78–80]. These priors then give rise to
an option space that affords multimodal action states, the sampling and selection of which may
follow a goal-directed decision process similar to a tree search [81]. The coarse end-goal of the
‘ideal impression’ is partitioned into a sequence of intermediary IM action states across interactive
moments, such as properly breaking into conversations, listening, using gestures or physical
contact, and making jokes or remarks to sequentially realize a sociable or likeable persona.
Action state candidates are assigned relative values of confidence in IM success, or ‘precision
weighted’, and are either selected for or pruned away across time.

The actor evaluates the ‘stage’ by monitoring social feedback. If action state candidates remain
inviable (low precision) for the current interaction state, prediction error propagates and drives
belief updating. The actor continues to interpret sensory samples (e.g., silence, frowns, or averted
gaze) by drawing inferences about unobservable causal states of the audience’s expectations,
desires, and values (e.g., ‘they’re judging me unfavorably because…’). Bayesian Theory of
Mind (BToM) [82] may be the overarching mechanism of IM computations, building on, and
facilitating alignment at latent (belief synchrony) and behavioral (action synchrony) levels within
the actor–audience coupling (Figure 2A). Recursive updating of mental-state inferences, social
priors/beliefs, and action predictions optimizes the co-created dramatic act (i.e., the properties
that define the ‘ideal impression’ in the immediate context).

To determine the depth of iterative processing, the actor evaluates computation utility, or the
optimal negotiation between competing drives to generate higher-precision action states and to
minimize processing costs (e.g., time or cognitive resources) [83]. The actor evaluates pragmatically
whether further searching is useful by assessing improvements in social understanding as a function
of thinking (error optimization), considering the remaining ‘budget’. Thus, a decision filter precipitates
action state selection at every iteration as the actor strives to realize a minimal-error state.

When precision approximation gives rise to a clear action state candidate, the corresponding
action is expressed. The action must be timely; a behavior that was adaptive in the previous
moment may no longer be in the next. The IM action at this moment is intermediary and becomes
integrated into an outer feedback loop to the audience in the next moment for new sets of
evaluation, thus reinstating the computational cycle for further updating. Improvement in the
social understanding (priors) of the actor translates to more efficient action tree search and
error reduction. Hence, sophisticated IM is an emergent property of sufficient and cost-
effective correction cycles over a larger timescale and across discrete interactions. Thus, fundamen-
tal to this computational account are the iterative processing cycles at every interactive timestep,
gradually enhancing IM success over time (Figure 2B,C).
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, August 2022, Vol. 26, No. 8 637
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Figure 2. A computational model of impressionmanagement (IM)/autistic camouflaging. (A) IM is potentiated by social alignment across latent [belief synchrony,
e.g., expectations, values, or desires (purple shading)] and observable [action synchrony, e.g., reciprocal smiling or eye contact (yellow shading)] spaces. The actor is
guided by their own priors/beliefs and their representation of the audience’s beliefs through Bayesian Theory of Mind (BToM). Increased social alignment facilitates a shared
understanding of the situation, such that the actor’s beliefs for how to act become increasingly aligned with how (as inferred) they are expected to act. (B) This transactional
process can be modeled in an iterative predictive processing scheme. The interaction state of the previous moment informs the actor’s social priors/beliefs (Bt) for how to
act [i.e., option space (Ot)] in the next moment. If action state options remain low precision, prediction error propagates and drives recursive belief-updating and option-
space recalibrations. The decision filter (D) evaluates computation utility to regulate action state (At) manifestation. (C) Error optimization can follow three patterns after an
initial exploratory period (green). Consider a ‘cocktail party’ scenario. A business veteran holds well-attuned priors for party etiquettes; this ‘matched prior-driven route’
enables rapid error reduction, such that precise action selection occurs under few iterations (purple). An early-career businessperson has functional but less attuned priors
and, hence, uses predominantly an ‘inference-driven’ route that requires more iterations to gradually improve cumulative social understanding considering ongoing feed-
back (e.g., changes in others’ behaviors; blue). Lastly, a student attending the party for the first time holds largely incompatible priors, leading to overwhelmingly uncertain
action possibilities (e.g., how to initiate conversations, navigate different circles, or whether to conduct oneself formally or casually). If error reduction fails after several
iterations, or if further computation is unfeasible, the student may turn to a ‘heuristics-driven’ route by reinstating heuristics-based priors/beliefs (Bh) of low-resolution,
‘fail-safe’ impression scripts, comprising suboptimal heuristics-based IM action states (Ah, e.g., smiling, nodding, or imitation; salmon) that nonetheless maximize positive
feedback and portray superficial adjustment. This latter scenario of incompatible priors, prolonged error optimization, and reliance on heuristics is not only analogous to
autistic camouflaging in neurotypical contexts, but also underscores how IM computational challenges are not autism specific. Following action selection, the updated
and dynamic social environment begets a new exploratory period (green) and the reprocessing of IM computations.

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
Specific cognitive processes are integral in these computations. Social alignment, the interactive
synchrony across modalities, such as movement coordination, emotion states, and cognition
[84], may aid error optimization unconsciously. For successful IM, the actor must also distinguish
their subjective states from those of the audience(s) and suppress their own states when needed.
Therefore, self-other processing [85] and executive functions [86] are fundamental in
supporting social inference and subsequent action searching (Box 1).
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Box 1. Compensatory neurocognitive routes to impression management (IM)/autistic camouflaging

The concepts of ‘shallow’ and ‘deep’ compensation mechanistically elucidate how some autistic individuals present
neurotypical behavioral appearances despite cognitive differences [114]. In our computationalmodel, shallowcompensation
is akin to the suboptimal heuristics-driven route that circumvents iterative inference-driven processing due to stress, time
pressure, or depleted cognitive resources. Deep compensation is more flexible and resilient, involving alternative cognitive
resources that are not socially specific. For example, autistic individuals may leverage exemplar-based memory to reinstate
memorized templates of preceding social episodes that parallel the immediate interaction context and, in so doing, extrapolate
suitable (and previously rewarded) action state options. Deep compensation enables autistic IM computations, albeit in a
slower, more effortful manner. Other potential compensatory mechanisms that sustain social outcomes may involve
intelligence, logical reasoning, and verbal skills [114].

There is a third possible mechanism of adaptive but effortful compensation in some autistic people, supported by shared
neurocognitive foundations subserving IM across all humans, in particular executive functions (EF) and self-other process-
ing (see Figure 1 in the main text). Better EF has been linked to higher autistic camouflaging and compensation
[42,105,115]. EF may support effective behavioral inhibition/concealment, enhanced attention to incoming stimuli, self-
monitoring and regulation, and flexibility in generating alternative communicative modes and belief-updating. The ventro-
lateral and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC and DLPFC) may comprise a complementary neural system underlying
IM. One mechanistic account [116] of this functional coupling is that the VLPFC monitors and inhibits initial prepotent
behavioral responses that may reveal one’s backstage, whereas the DLPFC corrects the suppressed behaviors by
sculpting an updated, appropriate, and sometimes deceptive, behavioral response.

Self-other processingmediates complex sociocognitive functions, such as theory of mind [117,118] and controlled imitation/
behavioral matching [85,118]. A greater capacity to selectively control mental and motor representations of the self/other in
autistic individuals may cultivate better social alignment and adaptivity during cross-neurotype interactions. The
temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) support self-other processing and its corollary func-
tions [117–119]. The social top-down response modulation (STORM) model posits involvement of the MPFC in the strategic
control of imitation for social benefits (e.g., to increase social standing) [120]. These regions are also implicated in social
prediction error processing [121]. Nonhuman primate research suggests that MPFC neurons track aspects of social interac-
tions cross-temporally and spatially to guide future social behaviors [122]. Enhanced camouflaging in autistic women has
been linked to increased ventral MPFC activation during self-referential cognition [123].

Together, these findings implicate a potential neural basis underlying the IM computational model, encompassing action
state inhibition and selection (VLPFC and DLPFC), and social error processing and belief updating that afford future actions
(TPJ and MPFC).

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
The transactional challenges of impression management computations and cross-neurotype
interactions
One principal concern of IM and social alignment is the incompatibility of social priors/beliefs with
different audiences [84,87]. This prior-matching problem elicits IM challenges, such as when a
person visits a different culture and is unaware of local rules, or when one does not know when
to suitably end a conversation with a stranger [88]. The efficiency of error optimization is condi-
tional upon how well matched the social priors of the actor are to the immediate interactive
context (Figure 2C). As prior-matching improves or worsens across iterations, IM computations
can dynamically involve automatic and controlled processing along a continuum depending on
whether the interactive context is becoming more or less predictable.

This dynamic and transactional nature of IM computations is a central assumption of themodel and
elucidates how IM processing may fall short across human groups, including autistic people. It has
been speculated that difficulties with accurate prediction instantiation (i.e., attenuated or hypo-
priors) hinder the social functioning of autistic people (Box 2). In our IM framework, we bridge the
computational account with emerging findings comparing cross-neurotype and autistic–
autistic interactions [89–91] to propose a transactional explanation of ‘attenuated priors’, without
presuming a globally compromised predictive system in autism.

This transactional view is anchored in two theories concerning autistic social interactions in con-
text: the double empathy problem [72] and the dialectical misattunement hypothesis (DMH) [92].
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Box 2. Predictive coding and Bayesian hypotheses of autistic cognition

Some have speculated that an atypical predictive style explains core autistic features [96,124]. The hypo-prior hypothesis
argues that autistic individuals hold attenuated top-down internal models for processing and understanding the world
(e.g., in perceptual inference) [96,124,125]. The under‐precision of prior predictions may lead to an evidence-driven
processing style that overfits to sensory data, generating substantial error as the environment fluctuates [126]. Mechanistically,
however, it remains unclear why prior instantiation and its precision should be compromised in autism and how social interactions
are impacted [93].

An alternative view suggests that there is no singular, pervasively atypical predictive mechanism in autism, but that predic-
tive processing capacity is both context and task dependent [127]. Support for this view comes from autistic children and
adolescents’ intact predictions in language [128] and visual processing [127]. Instead, domain-specific difficulties with
precise prior instantiation may arise in complex and uncertain situations, such as in naturalistic interactions wherein an au-
tistic individual must infer the implicit, changing intentions of interactive partners to predict their future social
actions [127,129].

An important question is the extent to which this attenuated social prediction necessarily stems from core autistic differences
at the individual neurological level or reflects a contextual-transactional problem. If social priors are low precision to begin with
or fail to be instantiated entirely [130], it should follow that autistic individuals would struggle in novel social interactions with
any partner and in any context. However, this is not the pattern observed. Emerging findings suggest that autistic–
autistic dyads facilitate more rewarding interactions [89], successful rapport building [90], and accurate information transfer
[91] compared with neurotype-mismatch dyads. This implies that autistic individuals can better predict and interpret the
actions of like-minded others [72], with underlying mechanisms yet to be unveiled.

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
The DMH posits that reciprocal misattunement accumulates from chronic difficulties in cross-
neurotype coupling, resulting in diminished learning opportunities for normative social knowledge
and skills to blossom in autistic people. Therefore, autistic social priors may gradually diverge
across development. In IM, mismatched (and, therefore, ‘attenuated’) priors render alignment a
more difficult endeavor. Misalignment entails difficulties with decoding unexpected social
responses (i.e., the audience’s internal state remains a ‘black box’), eliciting high unpredictability
that derails prior/belief updating and error optimization.

The incompatibility of priors further constrains processing speed and capacity. IM computations
appear largely intuitive in neurotypical–neurotypical interactions due to vast preceding experiences,
facilitating rapid social alignment after only sparse exchanges [84]. Conversely, neurotype-
mismatch dyads may be more easily ‘out-of-sync’ [91]. Autistic individuals need to conduct
more within-cycle iterations to find appropriate action states and repeat entire cycles of IM compu-
tations more times (i.e., ‘trial and error’) to optimize IM strategies. Imprecise priors lead to a low-
resolution understanding of the situation and a staggering option space, making action selection
intractable. Active inference, or the capacity to select the most informative social cues and filter
out incidental features/noises [93,94], may also become limited and impede the efficient narrowing
of social-scene processing.

Social-prior mismatch is a transactional problem; hence, the computational challenges are
bidirectional (consider, for a counter-script, the attenuated priors of a neurotypical actor when
navigating their impressions in an autistic world). Yet, it is conceivable that social difficulties, such
as in IM, are particularly pronounced for autistic people given the pervasively neurotypical
social environment. The weak incentive for neurotypical individuals to ensure favorable, carefully
tuned impressions in cross-neurotype interactions increases barriers to alignment.

The unique cognitive and computational challenges in autistic camouflaging
The transactional problem of prior mismatch may interact with specific autistic cognitive features
to exert additional and unique challenges. Low uncertainty attunement [95] may press autistic
people to resolve prediction error in its entirety with exhaustive action search, whereas
neurotypical individuals recognize that a tolerable amount of error is expected and irreducible in
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complex and dynamic situations [96]. Another feature of autistic cognition is monotropism (a con-
centrated allocation of attention), whichmay lead to fragmented views of the social world that cur-
tail effective social-scene and cue processing [97]. Despite challenges, IM processing in
neurotypical contexts can becomemore intuitive and proactive across development for some au-
tistic individuals through extensive practice and the cultivation of alternative cognitive routes
(Box 1). Indeed, some autistic individuals have characterized camouflaging as an ‘automatic’ re-
sponse to stigmatization [9,30,31].

Consequences of impression management/camouflaging
IM serves important social functions across formal and interpersonal contexts. In many instances,
however, it comes with costs to psychological wellbeing. The suppression of internal affective
states at the workplace (i.e., ‘surface acting’ in emotional labor) is linked to higher feelings of
inauthenticity, depersonalization, and emotional exhaustion/burnout [98]. Moreover, IM is consum-
matory [99]; persistent demands on cognitive resources lead to reduced physical stamina, intellec-
tual acuity, and executive functioning [100]. These negative effects are not context bound but
extend into personal life [101]. False self-presentation on social media (e.g., dishonest profiles) is
also associated with increased depression, anxiety, and stress [48,102].

Aversive outcomes of IM are evident in stigmatized groups. Self-concealment in sexual minorities is
associated with greater depression, anxiety [26], and identity development difficulties [103]. Like-
wise, autistic camouflaging is associated with increased distress [104], anxiety and depression
[8–14,53,105], and suicidality [53,104,106]. Experiences of inauthenticity are also prevalent in
autistic camouflaging [8,15]. Echoing the resource-depleting nature of IM, autistic camouflaging
has been widely reported as ‘draining’ with an upper limit [7,8,10,12] and more laborious than
IM in neurotypical people [15].

The unique features of autistic camouflaging consequences
Autistic people camouflage to achieve positive outcomes in daily life, such as developing and sus-
taining social relationships or obtaining professional qualifications [14]. However, compared to
neurotypical people, autistic individuals may experience more negative consequences of IM.

Social incompatibility prompts a greater mismatch between the autistic identity and the socially
idealized persona (i.e., more to manage), and computational constraints hinder the efficient
realizing of such persona (i.e., harder to manage). The interaction between the neurotypical
context and autistic cognition makes IM computations slower, more effortful, and resource de-
manding [9,10,14]. Furthermore, the need for camouflaging/IM is pervasive for autistic people. Un-
like neurotypical individuals with IM concerns (e.g., an introverted neurotypical person in the
workplace or at a party), navigating and shifting between social settings offer little escape for autistic
people in a neurotypical world. Constant multitasking prolongs excessive load on an already limited
self-regulatory resource, uponwhich daily functioning and productivity are predicated, andmay un-
derlie autistic individuals’ burnout experiences [107–109]. Other autistic cognitive features, such as
a lower inclination to deceive [110], challengeswith ambiguity, and low uncertainty attunement [95],
are at odds with camouflaging and may fuel distress.

Even with successful IM, autistic individuals may experience substantial repercussions. Some
autistic people perceive relations formed when camouflaging to be less intimate [9]. Unresolved
social pressures, internalized disablement, and discrepant identities may collectively prompt a
fear of discovery by peers. This threat to existing social connections may initiate a vicious cycle
whereby negative emotions, such as fear, shame, and anxiety (initial consequences of
camouflaging), perpetuate further IM and rapidly erode mental wellbeing. The causality of these
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, August 2022, Vol. 26, No. 8 641
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Outstanding questions
What are the optimal ways to measure
IM that consider its dynamic, iterative,
context-dependent, and transactional
nature, and capture the unique aspects
experienced by autistic and other
neurodivergent people?

Are there different typologies and
trajectories of camouflaging in
neurotypical contexts (e.g., autistic indi-
viduals who succeed in passing as
non-autistic, who are motivated to but
do not succeed, who remain unmoti-
vated despite social pressure, and who
used to camouflage but then decide to
‘unmask’)? What neurocognitive, moti-
vational, and contextual differences dis-
tinguish these experiences?

What are the developmental trajectories
of IM and how do these differ by
neurodevelopmental diagnoses and
traits as well as socio-cultural contexts,
considering motivational, neurocogni-
tive, and outcome aspects?

How are the error optimization routes in
our computational model represented
at the neural level? For instance,
unique neurophysiological patterns in
mentalizing and executive control
networks may support the inference-
driven and heuristics-driven routes in
differential ways, which further vary by
neurodevelopmental status.

How can interaction-based experimen-
tal paradigms comparing dyads across
social-identity or neurotype groups
capture the nature of mismatched so-
cial priors and their impacts? Can this
framework and subsequent findings
be harnessed to enhance inclusion,
diversity, and equity, and improve inter-
group interactions at a societal level?

Howcanwe delineate positive outcomes
(e.g., personal growth or social adap-
hypothesized links awaits longitudinal and experimental investigations [11,42]. It should be
acknowledged that the benefits and costs of camouflaging may show large individual variations
among autistic people, thus warranting more precise evaluations of the nuanced ambivalence
in camouflaging outcomes.

Reconsidering interventions, support for skills-building, and unmasking
It is imperative that current social skills-building programs for autistic individuals be carefully
refined [111] because they necessarily instill IM strategies [2]. This form of taught social adapta-
tionmay be a source of high stress and inadvertently impede validations to one’s (autistic) identity.
Alongside appreciating the benefits associated with learnt social skills [112], researchers and
practitioners should evaluate how these benefits may be fostered through other means
(e.g., societal change) and the point at which IM becomes detrimental [113]. Practitioners need
to work with autistic people to co-develop new support strategies that reduce and prevent IM
repercussions. A desirable intervention should not maintain the perceived burden of autistic
people to meet societal expectations, but should instead be trauma informed, challenge
prevailing stigma, and address the transactional aspects of social difficulties.

Concluding remarks
Our transactional IM framework and computational account offer empirically testable predictions
for future investigations. Autistic camouflaging should be conceptualized as IM, with shared
underlying constructs and computational mechanisms across humans. Yet, unique contextual,
mechanistic, and outcome features exist in autistic IM experiences. Navigating neurotypical
contexts comes with distinct challenges for autistic people in decoding social discourses and
managing impressions accordingly. Prior mismatch and unique features of autistic cognition in-
teract such that IM for autistic people imposes a great psychological toll. Analyzing IM as a trans-
actional and context-dependent endeavor highlights the need to strike a balance between
scaffolding for skills development in autistic individuals and advocating for societal changes
(see Outstanding questions). Ultimately, ending stigma and oppressive attitudes is integral to
empowering autistic people for social wellbeing.
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